Funding International Activities

Bookmark this page for announcements about funding opportunities for international activities.

The Office of Research [1] also provides a listing of funding for research activities which may include some international opportunities or you can search PIVOT [2] to find many other funding sources for research. Pivot provides global and local connections that strengthen research by exploring new avenues for funding and collaboration for faculty, staff researchers, and students at the University of Guelph.

In addition, here are some tried and true links for funding possibilities depending on the nature of your initiative:

International Development Research Centre (IDRC [3]) - supports research in developing countries to promote growth and development.

Canadian Trade Commissioner [4] - Listing of collaborative arrangements between the Gov't of Canada and other countries for research and innovation collaboration in science and technology

Current Funding Opportunities for International Activities:


- **The Fyssen Foundation in France**
  - Research Grants and International Prize [6]
  The FYSSEN Foundation aims to support research which will lead to a more rigorous and precise approach to this fundamental domain, calling upon such disciplines as ethology, paleontology, archeology, anthropology, psychology, logic and the nervous system sciences. **Deadline Nov. 15, 2014**
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